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erneute;
V = free—stream VelocityL LL
a e Velocity ef light,L L f = frequency of sound wave

L = ware length for sound

c e Velocity of sound .

F oe observer in F~frame of reference
r Le dlstance along the horizontal axis of F

y
L=

distance along the Vertical axis of Fl
L

r ‘_t e time units of F frame of reference g
‘ L- Fi = observer in F*—frame of reference

‘ l x' = distance along the horizontal axis of F!

yl = distance along the vertical axis of Fl

V ' t' = time units_of F'—frame of reference
p h = chord of airfoil”

.l·L _‘ L g
L

S = length of streamline element
—L

L' =Llift per unit span for incompressible flow V

Cl. e section lift coefficient __ p
q = dynamic pressure in pounds per sq. ft.

1. =-·c.·
u = Velocity component parallel to x-axis

L L

‘ V = Velocity component parallel to y—axis

4 e L
{Pgüäppressure coefficient for ccmpressible flow
(P)i= pressure coefficient for incompressible flow

exp = difference in pressure on upper and lowersurfaces L



SYMBOLS · continuedCN

= normal pressure coefficient
Cc = chordwise pressure coefficient

d = chord for pressure distribution ~

t = thickness of airfoil y
NACA = National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
/Q9 = actual mass·density of the fluid ·

/*7 = apparent mass—density of the fluid

V = velocity of fluid particle relative tom

frame of reference .
v FN

(
= normal pressure force

ds
”= straight-line segment of a body surface

m in direction of flow (unit thickness spanwise)

p = static pressure in the free—stream

pl = local static pressure (as at airfoil surface)

M = free-stream Mach nuber (V/c)
l

M1 = local Mach number (V/c)1
· (

N l = linear dimension of a body defined by the

Reynold's Number
/0 = coefficient of viscosity



INTRODUCTION v

The need for accurate knowledge of compressible

fluids moving at high speeds has been responsible for

the rapid development of the science of compressible

fluid mechanics. The advent of jet propulsion meant

the availability of higher aircraft speeds than had

ever been possible with the conventional reciprocating

engine. As of a consequence, there was an urgent need

for a valid theoretical approach to high speed flight ’

lphencmena in the field of aeronautical science.
W

_ The first scientific investigations revealed that _

in the field of fluid mechanics which dealt with ccm—

pressible gases such as air, there existed four realms

of study. That is, if a body, initially at rest in air,

is brought up to a supersonic velocity, i.e., a velocity

greater than the speed of sound, in the process of going

through different speeds, the body will experience forces
l

which follow four entirely different sets of laws. Each

of the four laws are valid only in specific speed ranges .

as follows:

j l. From O—76 miles per hour (Mach number, M==0.l)

the forces follow classical laws of incompressible fluid

mechanics. Mach number is the ratio of the velocity of

the body to the velocity of sound in the fluid, i.e.,»

M=V/c. c ·



2. From 76 miles per hour up to 7oG miles per hour,

(i.e., for Mach numbers .lsIh<§l} the fluid forces follow

the soécalled subsonic compressible flow theory.
3. Precisely at the speed of sound (M = l) which is

known as the “Sonic Barrier“ or the Tpgpggpgg region, the

forces follow another set of laws which may be called the
6

Transonic flow theory.
6 6 „

y
4.6

For speads ab ve the speed of sound (MZ>l) the

forces generated follow the so~ealled supersonic flow theory.
“

These four realms of study were discovered only after

years of extensive fundamental work including both theoreti·

cal and experimental investigation. lt was found experi~

mentally that the inoompressible fluid laws predicted the
I

forces on e body with setisfeotory accnrecy as long as the
° speeds were below 7o miles per hour. However, for subsonic

e speeds above Yo miles per hear, the incompressihle fluid

_ theory failed to predict the forces experienced by the body. e

A theoretical investigation in dimensional analysis support«

· ed by experiment explains the discrepancies for these two

speed ranges. lt was proved that the forces on the body in

the range, OESM sll, are a function of the heynoldis Number

(¢°\/Eyßt) and for speeds .ls;h<l, the forces are a function
A

of the nach number, M = V/o. From these facts it is apparent

why no one set of physical laws could be made compatible for

these two regimes of flow; Reynolds Number is the ratio of F

inertia forces to viscous forces while nach number is the

ratio of inertia forces to elastic forces. f



The experimental results for the low~speed range

(O to 76 mph) are in excellent agreement with the in—

compressible fluid theory. Also the supersonic theory

has been shown by experiment to predict accurately the

forces in that range (Mal). Unfortunately, in the sub~

sonic compressible flow range (.l<’M‘<Il) the experimental

results do not agree with the present subsoaic compressi—

hle flow theories. Since, also, there has been no valid

theoretical approach to the Transonic regina, only the

first and last speed ranges have adequately been formula-

ted.

It is the purpose of this thesis to introduce a new

theory of subsonic compressible flow which will accurately

predict the fluid forces in this range with

this new contribution to the science of compressible fluid

mechanics the gap between the low—speed laws and the trans#

onic region will be filled. Although it is not the purpose

of this thesis, it is believed that this new approach may

even be able to explain partially the phenomenon that occurs

in this transonic region since part of the flow is subsonic.

In the development of the theory an attempt will be

made to apply the concepts of Einstein*s Special Theory of

Relativity to compressible fluid flow. The relativistic

idea that the speed of light is the limiting speed is re~
placed by a restricted universe, called the Sound-Space,
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where the speed of sound is the imposed limit. Results of (

the Lorentz transformation will be used to relate the space—

and—time—units between the compressible and incompressible

spaces. Thus a relation between the incompressible and

com—‘pressiblefluid theories will be established. p
The concept of “local“ reference frames is then to be ‘

introduced which will explain why the present classical

theories are, at best, only approximations to the solution.

It will also be clear, bythis analysis, why the relativistic

approach can be considered to be an exact solution to the

problem. .
It should be stated that the two most successful approxi— .

mate solutions (the Prandtl—Glauert and the Karman~Tsien
re—”

lations) are attempts to solve the classical partial differenti-

al equation of motion by the so«called “small perturbation method“ „ ‘

and the hodographmethod.The

results of these two methods along with those of the

Sound·Space Theory will be compared with various experimental

data to show the greater accuracy of the relativistic approach.

T Perhaps the most important fundamental relations which are-

* derived by the Sound—Space Theory are those concerned with the

mass, momentum and energy relations between the compressible ,

and incompressible spaces. These relations which will be

found are in the familiar~Newtonian form, but with remarkable z

difference; the difference being an apparent increase in mass
with increase in Velocity. The simplicity of the results of



the öound—Space Theory are rather surprising„
Iln

a word,

mit may be said hat the compressibility effects at any . r
m

point
on”a

body are solely a function of~the Mach number _ u

voat that point i.e;, a function of the local Mach number,
4 m

(see equation
·- _A

d lt is believed that the results of the Sound—Space n
Theory, in accurately predicting the compressible distri—

Q

T bution over a body, will eliminate many costly·wind tunnel

testing programs; at the same time, designers in the field
m

U
of compressible fluid mechanics will have available a reliable o
analytical tool with great flexibility;nIn

order to maintain complete originality in the analysis

to follow, repetition of derivations from other work will be

strictly avoided. Wherever a result is used that is not
f " original with this thesis, it will be properly noted and the_

y reference fully credited. f · d I
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l. THE SPECIAL THEOBY OF RELATIVITY ANALOGY 6

Certain physical concepts associated with compressible _

fluid flow can be better understood by an analogy of this

flow to Einstein*s Special Theory of Relativity. More spe-
e

cifically, the relativistic idea, that the Velocity of light

is the limit for the relative velocities of two Galilean
6

frames of reference, is replaced by a realm in which the ·

velocity of sound is the limiting case. The results are

similar to the original Einstein conclnsions but the boundary

conditions are changed to meet the needs of the aerodynamic

g considerations.

It does not seem appropriate to go into the detail

mathematical discussion of the Special Theory of Relativity

since the analogy will adequately cover the necessary parts

applicable to the objective. Q_
(

g Moving frames of reference in acoustics, using the
(

Doppler effect, have been discussed in consideration of the

_concept of absolute space.l The conclusions were that an

acoustic analogy would not hold since the medium carrying
I-,

· the sound (the air) provides a special co—ordinate frame

T to which all motion is to be referred. The essential, and

very important, difference in this acoustic analogy and the

present work with sound—space is that, in the concept of the
(

soundespace, there is no absolute frame of reference.
(

Ä
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2. CONCEPT OF THE SOUND—SPACE
‘

Analogous to the form of the Special Theory of

Relativity three hypotheses are postulateds ·
,_ I. A frame of reference which is made up of fixed A

part1c1es in a rigid body and which is isotropic with

respect to sound experiments will be called a sonic frame.

(Isotropic means the same velocity<f propagation in

alldirections.)N
II. Two sonic frames of reference are completely

‘

equivalent for sound experiments within certain boundary

conditions. (See Hypothesis III)

III. Any two sonic frames of reference have, relative
E

to one another, a uniform velocity of translation where the p
relative velocity is less than the velocity of sound.

This sound~space is filled with a certain hypothetical

“medium¤ which is isotropic and has the identical properties

of air with respect to propagation of soud at standard con-
E

ditions.„ The reason for introducing this medium isthatsound

is to be propagated and it is desired to have its

speed at standard air conditions.
C C

As might first be suspected, there is no real loss of

generality with the original relativity idea when Sound—Space

is substituted for the remote vacuum. That is, by carefully

avoiding the idea that there is an absolute frame of refer-
E
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_ence from which to view the two sonic frames, results
V

similar to the original relativity theory will be derived.

Of course, the results found will be valid only within the
3

range of the boundary conditions (lll) as are the results

of the relativity theory valid only for relative speeds

less than the speed of light.

3. OLD AND NEW CONCEPTS OF TIME AND SPACE

Up to the time of Einstein*s Theory of Relativity the

habitual mode of thinking fcllowedihese lines: p
. 3.1) The time between two events is independent of the con~

dition of motion of the frame of reference.
C

3.2) The distance between two points of a rigid frame
is)

independent of the motion of the frame of references

These statements which are the conclusions of Newton—

ian mechanics are supported by the idea that there is only

ggg absolute time. Newton defined time accordingly:

"Absolute, true and mathematical time flows in virtue of

its own nature unitormly and without reference to any
W

,external.object."

Einstein,_however, pointed outz that no physical means

exist at present whereby the gpgglgpg time can be singled

_out. Accepting this idea, it is necessary to deal with time—



units and correspcnding space—units which depend upon
the motion ofihe ohserver.

Fer an understanding of the analogy, the reader

must keep in mind that each of the observers in the two

frames of reference have their own time«and—space~units ‘

which depend upon the motion of the observer. Of utmost t

importance is the idea that the two frames of reference
cannot_ge_y;eweQ_§ggm any absolgpe frame. It is granted

that the time—and~space~units thus employed are ficticious
but in the study of actual fluid flow they suffice to give
a truthful description of certain phenomena„ Despite the

W
ficticious nature of the different time—space systems used

‘ by observers under different conditions of motion, these .
systems are powerful tcols for the study of fluid phenomena.

A, WAVELENGTH, FREQUENCY AND VELOCITY RELATIONS_
FOR SOUND

_If a tuning—fork makes 320 complete vibrations in one
‘

Second, it is said tc have a frequency of “32O cycles per
sec“. When this fork is vibrating, it is sending out into
the surrounding medium one cycle of a sine wave for each

vibration of the fork, i.e., when 320 cycles of a sine wave

are emitted per second, the frequency, f, is 320 cycles per

second. After the fork has vibrated for one second, the
t
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front of the first wave will have traveled a distance ofI
about 1,120 ft. from the source (velocity of sound in air
is_l,l2O ft. per sec„). The fork has emitted 320 whole’

twaves in one second and these 320 waves lined up, end toO
end, will Just fill the space between the first wave and
the source, a distance of 1,120 ft. divided by 320 or 3,5

· ,ft• The relation 1s* (

r q c = fl s

5. MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES FOR SOUND WAVES ;

t Rayleigh3 stated that within wide limits, the velocity
of sound is independent of its pitoh (frequency). ,If this
were not true, a quick piece of music would be heard at a
little distance hopelessly confused and discordant. Suppose

an observer stends at a distance from two tuning-forks, one
of which is ofligh pitch and one of low pitch. If both of

_these forks are struck simultaneously the sound waves emitt-
ed will reach him at the same instant, i.e., the velocity
g;_e_sgunQ wage ie independent gf the frequency.

rfhetpitch (frequency) of a sound is liable to modifi-
cation when the source and the recipient are in relative
motion. It may be stated, for instance, that an observer

v approaching a source will meet waves with a higher pitch‘,
”

(frequency) than if there were no relative motion between
them. Likewise, an observer moving ggg! from the source
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would meet Waves of lower frequency than if there were no

relative motion between the source and the observer.
Corresponding—results occur when the source is.in ,

e motion either toward or away from the observer, the alter-
i

ation of frequencyldepending,only,on the relative motion
in the line of hearing„4 „If the source and the observer "

move with the same velocity there is no alternation of
frequency whether the medium is in motion or not. This a

principlc of alterzation cf pitgh by relative motion was y
first found by Doppler in the study of light and is called

the "Doppler Effect".5 There has been some confusion be-

, tween two perfectly distinct cases: that in which there
i is a relative motion of the source and observer, and that

in which the medium is in motion while the source and the
observer are at rest. In the letter case the circumstanc- y

r es are meghgnically the same as if the medium were at
rest and the source and observer had a common motion, and

A

therefore, by Doppler's principle, no change of pitch is
I

c to be expected•4 (It is assumed that in all cases the
i

medium has the properties of homogeneous standard air with

, respect to propagation of sound waves.)
I

r

6, THE MECHANICAL»PBINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY
r xu s0¤m>·-space

_ _ An accepted principle of physics is called the Me~
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chanical Principle of Relativity and may be stated as

follows:6

“The laws of mechanics remain unchanged in form

y for any transformation from one co-ordinate system

to another which has a uniform translatory motion
E relative to the first.“

UU A E

The preceding discussion leads immediately to the

Mechanical Principle of Relativity for sound, That is,

in each of the cases stated above, the observer may ex-

perience a change of frequency but, relative gg ggg ggggg-

ggg, the velocitv of the sound is a constant value in all

cases. If this were not true the statement that the

velocity of sound is independent of the frequency would
i

be violated. This startling fact may prompt the skepti-

cal reader to state that the original frequency of the
j

source is the basis for measurement of ggg velocity and

any other observed frequency would correspond to a dif-

ferent velocity of sound. The error in this reasoning

can be brought to light by the question: Is there an

absolute value of the frequency or is the so~called

orgginal frequency just another relative value? By the

Einstein idea, that there is no absolute time-and~space-

units, then the latter is true, i.e., the value of the

frequency gg relative and not an absolute value because y

no absolute reference exists.
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Another example should clarify the principle of

relativity. Suppose an observer in his reference frame

observes a sound of one frequency and after that he re-

ceives anether sound of some other frequency. Suppose y
' the idea, that there is no absolute frame, is violated

„ for the moment, in order to see that the source and ob~
v server are fixed with respect to each other. Then, as

explained before, the two sounds of different frequency

would travel with the same velocity and the observer

would measure each of them to have the same velocity with

· respect to his reference system. Now fulfill rigorously

the Einstein idea of no absolute frame and take the only

possible point of view: that of the observer in his re~

ferenoe frame. Assume that he has no knowledge of the

origin of the sources of the two sound waves he has re—

ceived. How is it possible for him to distinguish whether y
the two sources are fixed with respect to him or moving

away from or toward him? For that matter, is he able to

assure himself that there are two sources of sound or
3ust one source either fixed the first time and moved the

3
· second time or viee-verse? The answer is, of course,

obvious. There would be no experiment he could carry out

that would enlighten him further. In any case he

wouldmeasurethe two sounds to have the same velocity relative

to him,„
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3
7. NECESSARX CONDITIONS FOR COMPATIBILITY

IN SOUND·SPACE~„

It is seen that, according to the Newtonian modes

of thought (3;l) and (3.2), the Mechanical Principle of _

Relativity f0r—sound—space is incompatible. For example,

suppose that a stationary source of sound is placed in the

middle of a highway and is seunded Just as two automobles

”approach the source. ,Suppose—auto A is moving with uniform

velecity V and auto B is moving in the opposite direction

’with uniform velocity U. The air is assumed to be standard)

and for simplicity to be at rest with respect tc the source. _

To an observer on the ground the velccity of sound is c; to

the observer in auto A the forward sound wave has the;

velocity c + V, the rear sound wave a velocity c - V; to

the observer inzuto B, the rezwara sound wave to him has

a velocity c + U, the rear sound wave a velocity c — U.

According to the Mechanical Principle of Relativityl

for Sound—Space it should be that
3

( c = c ~ V = c + V = c*- U = c + U

since the law of transmission of sound in standard air, which

is a natural law, must be the same for the observers in the;

automobiles as for the stationary observer on the ground.·

The'Sound—Space,principled(hypotheses II) may be made

compatible by dsnouncing the Newtonian concepts (3.1) and
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(3.2). This means the assumptions are that the time-
° and~spaceéintervals are different in the two reference

systems. This assumption will lead to a logical theory

which is analogous to the Special Theory of Belativity.

8. LIMITING CONDITIONS

For the analogy, let F and F' be the observers in

A the two sonic frames of reference. Instead of a flash

of light being the event observed and recorded by F and

F', the Velocity of sound is to be measured. Thus, analo-

A gous to the relativity theory, the passage of a sound is

to be measured by both observers in their separate framesn

A of reference end from these separate histories the Lorentz

transformation is used to obtain results similar to the „

relativity predictions.

It should be stated forcibly that the results to be

obtained will be valid only where the Velocity is less than

the Velocity of sound, i.e., the results to follow will
l

only be applicable, at most, to subsonic regimes of flow.

9.A RESULTS OF THE LORENTZ‘TRANSFORMATION

„ In a manner identical to the Special Theory of Re-

lativityv, the Lorentz transformation is used to relate

_ the units of length and time between two sonic reference
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frames. Figure I depicts the two sonic reference frames

F and F' moving with a constant Velocity V relative to

F each other. V y
In the analogy the means of communication between

the two frames of reference is restricted to sound. Thus
a sound must be mutually observed by both F and F' in or~

der that the Lorentz transformation may be applied. By F

hypothesis the relative Velocity between the two systems

F and F' must be less than the speed of sound. This
1 F limiting relative Velocity is obvious in view of the postu~

lated means of communication in the sonic space, i.e., the

event, otherwise, could not possibly be observed by both

F and F'. " T 9
V y

It is important to note that the Velocity of sound

in the hopothetical Sound~Space holds the same position

as does the Velocity of light in the Theory of Relativitys

that of a universal constant. L

Thus, the application of the Lorentz transformation

for the observers F and F' in the sonic space gives the

relations between the time and space—units as?

y 9.1 xv = _____________J,__________(¤¤ —- V1:)Vi‘I"?%7¤
or x' == Ä (x ·~ Vt)
9.2 x = .,..„„l„..„. (x' + Vt')V1
or x = Ä.(x' + Vt')
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‘ where c = Velocity of sound

K =.....„..„l,J
xr = length in F«Frame in direction of

y Velocity ‘

x' = length in F*—Frame in direction of
Velocity V V

V ¤ relative Velocity between the F and
F*—Frames

t = time in F—Frame
I t* = time in F'—Frame

y 10. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
F

Results of experiments in real compressible fluid flow

u indicate clearly that there exists two entirely different

regimes of flow. That_is, at speeds below the speed of

sound in the fluid, a body immersed in the fluid experi—
A

ences certain characteristic effects. However, when the

relative Velocity between the body and fluid reaches the

magnitude of the speed of sound in the fluid, a transition V

_ occurs such that an entirely different type of flow existsW
for speeds greater than the sonic speed. This transition

y from one type of flow (subsonic—compressible) to a radical«

ly different type (supersonic) which occurs at the speed of _
f

sound in the fluid, has prompted experimenters to call it
V the critical Velocity.

„, In View of these facts, it seems obvious that the „
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next logical step is to attempt application of results

of section 9, obtained hy use of the_Lorentz transform-

_ ation for the Scund—Space, to compressible fluid flow.

Proceeding with this idea, consider the case of an

Ä r airfoil moving through-a compressible gas (air) and fix
K

one of the sonic frames of reference in the airfoil and ’;—e

x fixÄthe other in the fluid, For convenience, assume
then

Ä v frame of F* attached to the airfoil and the frame ofÄF (iÄ

Ä fixed in the fluid. _See Figure II. To the observer in '°

~ Ä pÄ the F*«frame (fixed in the airfoil) the length of the.

Ä chord of the airfoil is
er v •

., v _ D* = xb—ÄxaÄ

But to the observer with reference exis fixed in the fluid
(

(F—frame) the apparent length to him at any instant is
”

9 ( D = xb « xa

Ä According to equation (9.1)

Ä.

Ö °
a

‘ Substituting these values in the expression of D• the
(

relation of the euere length becomes
IÄ

Ä 10.2. D! = 115 ‘ or (D == ·D' V1 ·· (V/c)2
( r
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Fig II„Apparent Length of Chord To F Fixed in Fluide

This analysis reveals that, to the observer whose refer·

ence axis is fixed in the fluid, the chord of the airfoil

appears to be contracted by the amount

(where V/c = Mach Namber)



V lt might be expected that eihee, to the oheerver fix—

ed in the fluid, the eirfoil eeeme te be ehortened, that

convereely, to the ebeerver fixed in the airfeil, the etream—

lines appear etretehed, This ie not the case.

To the obeerver in the F~frame (fixed in the fluid) the

segment of the etreemline ie

S e xa » xb

Figure III. But to the obeerver fixed in the airfoil the

streamlihe ie of length
8* = xé ~ xé

.Y _Y*
zu (

FRAME } F*~FRAME

.. .

V.FigIII.Apperent Length of Streemline To F* Fixed in Aivfoile



10.3 xa: 7~.(xé. + vw)

and aise1;i

therefore S = >\(xé — xé)

or S = Ä.S' .
then S' = sYÜYfÜ”Y$7;¥2

Therefore, to the observer fixed in the airfoil, the stream—

lines gppgag to him to be contracted also by the same parse

meter. See Figure IV.
e

1 These results·are eneleeeus $9 $b@ T€$¤l$S ¤f $h¢

Special Theory of Relativity as found by Einstein. However,
u

T
it should be noted_that in the case of the observer in the

I e
fluid the “overall“ length.of the airfoil appeared shortened.

It is to be shomnthah if the above analysis were cdmpleted
‘ at this point, the results would be only an approximation,

e
no better than those derived by·the perturbation method·of~

· elauert. In other words, the airfoil used in the above '

analysis should have been a flat plate moving at.an angle

of_attack of zero degrees in order for the analysis to be

· an exact solution. Thus only if·the body isya flat plate

airfoil at zero angle of attack could the velocity over

3 ß the entire body be a constant value: the velocity of ’

the free-stream. This is the key point in the exact solu~

·tion·to fol1ow.. V e
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Apparent Contraction To F

1*
.

Appsrent Oontraction To F*

FigIV„ Gontractions Observed By F And F°„

In order to show that the first results of then
U

Sound—Spsce Theory are the same as those found by Glauert

and Prandtl a comparison will be made. ·It will be clear
F

immediately why existing theories are only crude approx1·

mate solutions.
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ll. COMPARISON WITH THE PRANDTL—GLaUERT RELATIONS

Ia. H. Glauertg and L. Prandtl, in an entirely different

analysis, found the same result as above (apparent contrac—

A tion of the chord) and explained that the solution is valid
4

only when the Mach Numberzh less than unity, i.e., for speeds

g below the speed of sound.
T

2 b. This is clearly the case in the analogy since the

Lorentz transformation is not valid for the relative velocity
l

greater than the speed of sound(lÄ€·V!C’)-

Ile. Glauert stated that for the compressible fluid case

it is necessary to increase the strength of the circulation

by the factor (1—·(v/a)2)"%. aa explained that the die-

tortion of the system is necessary near the airfoil but the

flow at infinity is unaltered and therefore the lift is the a

same in both cases (compressible and incompressible). He
n

further explained that the chord of the airfoil in the com—

pressible fluid is less than in the perfect fluid, and hence a _

'
for a·given airfoil the lift in a compressible fluid is in· T

creased by the factor (1-(V/c)2)“t ”

.b. To interpret the analogy, examine the lift equation

for incompressible flow: T
” L! = Cl q(chord)¢=(lift per unit span).

It is assumed that the lift imparted to the fluid by the. ‘



airfoil is of the same magnitude as for the incompressible L

case but is produced by an airfoil of apparently smaller

chord. Therefore the lift for the compressible case is

L' = Cl q(chord gl - (V/c)2)

Then, since the chord length is actually not short-

ened but effects the forces as if it actually does contract,

the lift is multiplied by the factor (l -
(V/c)2)°&. _It is

important to note that the result of the shortened chord was a
d

for twg—dimensionel flow, 1.e., the Lorentz transformation w

was restricted to the x—direction. e
This increase in lift implied that the lift coefficient

f

for the incompressible case (two·dimensional flow) is multi-

plied'¤y )\ fbr the compressible case: L

11*1

(C1where(Cl)comp = lift coefficient (compressible)

(C1)i = lift coefficient (incompressible) T

f
n a BY definition of the slope of the lift curve for in-

compressible flow, dCl/d¤C it is clear that the slope of the
‘ lift curve will be multiplied by the factor 7¤.

IIIa„ As potnted out by Glauert and others,9 these effects „

on the lift ccefficient are only approx1mations• In the .

derivation of this relation, Glauert assumed that the u-com-
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ponent (parallel to the x—axis) is exactly equal to the

free~stream Velocity. It is obvious that this would only

be true for flat plate airfoils at zero angle of attack.

IIIb.„ It is seen immediately that this is the case for

the Sound·Space theory. That is, the basic assumption was

that the two reference frames have a uniform relative

Velocity. For any real airfoil, of course, there is a

Variation in Velocity over the airfoil and this would yV_„

V mean that an infinite number 0fVF and F' frames exist over
n tl

the surface. See Figure V.
6

ff

Each infinitestimal fluid element over the airfoil

is effected by the ”1ocalV value of }m. . Any success of

the first approximation in predicting the effect of com— ,

pressible flows is that the value, V, is a good average

of the flow over the airfoil (at small angles of attack).

l2._”LOCAL REFEBENCE FRAMES
6 ”

The smooth curved surfaees of the airfoil in Figure

V explains the difficulties in arriving at more than an
e

approximation to the solution for compressible flows. An

airfoil of simpler construction will bring out other fact· V
ors and suggest a more versatile attack to the piebiem.

_ Consider the sharp nose supersonic—type airfoil as

shown in Figure Vl. For a closer approximation it seems

necessary to consider the effect of several Velementaryn
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·Fig VI.Airf0il with Three Elementary Reference Fremes„
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frames of reference auch as AB, BC, AND AC. That is,
over each of these segments there is a difference in the_

¤1o¢a1¤ veloclty and therefore the separate contribution
of each “1ocal“ frame must be taken into account. A

_ A The local frame AC wou1d.nct differ from the first
approximation since the value of the velocity over the
lower surface is identical to the free—stream. However° B
it is obvious, from conventional airfoil theory, that the
contributions of the normal force (lift) will be greater

for the local frames AB and BC since the velocity over

these segments are necessarily greater than the free-
stream velocity. Thus, the ¤local“ Mach number will be l
greater than the free~stream Mach number and, hence, the B
effect will be an increase of “1ocal“ lift coefficlent at

(_ AB and BC, It is clear, from these conslderations, why
1

equation (11.1) is only a conservative approximation to -

_ the resulting lift coefficient, 1.e., it appears thatM
in similar cases for conventional airfoils, the lift coe-

gfficient calculated by equation (ll.1) is underestimated,

l (provided steady flow exists throughout). The determin~

ation of the actual lift coefficient would depend upon the
,_ accuracy withpwhich the velocities over the local frames

are predicted,
_ _ It was shown in the first approximation that the
¤overall“ or average effect of compressibility is an ap-

A parent shortening of the chord only, i{e., there could be B
no change in thickness of the airfoil. That there is
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· .

_ actually a rather sizable ”perturbat1on“ velocity, v, is
V

__ seen on inspection of Figure VI. Reference frames incl1n—-

r
(

ed as are AB and BC will be shortened by the factor 7\?l
o(

as usual. However, since they are inclined, not only is

the component parallel to the xéaxis (chord) shortened *

_ aby the factor (1 +
(ul/c)2)”%(

but also the component e

, parallel to the y—axis (thickness) shortened by the fact—

r
( or (1 a (Vi/c)2) é . This means,·that for an airfoil

of. (

t r non·zero camber, the effectuwculd also be noteivorthy, depth·· y
° Qwise, i.e.,_by the same reasoning as ie the first approxi~ (

_
( mation, it appears that there would beäan increase in the '~

y r
2 .-npressureedragarcoefficlent. Thus, a tloserinspectionT

of the problemhas revealed the necessity for an adjustment v

t t~ r for the lift coefficlent fand alse predicts an increase
' of drag6„

·· _‘ j
‘

2 , · r
4 (

( ·Cons1derable.attentionphas been given to this

r apparent shortening of the dimensions of the bodylo. In
(

y these attempts at an approximate solution, the velocity

_ potential was used to find a_transformat1on equation bee W .

.Ö
rd

tween the compressible and incompressible planes. It y
· was found that ifihere was circulation about the incom—

pressible body, 1.6., if the body experienced a liftingl

force, the correspondlng compressible body could not be

closed in the transformationlo. In order to close the · (

body in the transformat1on,yi.e., that the body surface

have no discontinuities, it was necessary that the c1r— .
.”

_ culatiqn be zere.. This means that the body cannot have r d
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a lifting foree acting on it if corresponding shapes

are to be found by the conformal transformation method.

This result might have been anticipated since the first

y investigation by Glauert was only valid for an infinite—

ly thin flat·plate airfoil acting at zero angle of attack.

In any case, the treatment of the problem on the basis of —

. body contractions alone did reveal an approximate solution .

to the problems of subsonic compressibilityeffects.The

body contractions found by the Sound—Space Theory

were thoroughly investigated with the purpose of finding

a body in the compressible plane that corresponded to a

certain incompressible body shape.
_ The results of these investigations showed that the

difficulty of finding a body in the compressible plane

y that would close up in the transformation was again pre—

sent. It was possible to find the corresponding compressi·

ble body if and only if there was no eirculation around

the incompressible body. As in the other attempts, it was

n realized that this was only a trivial solution. The pro·

p blem of finding an exact solution for a lifting body ap-

peared to be founded on.amore important fundamental re·

, lation than mere body contractions. Thus the apparent

body contractions were abandoned and a search made for a

more direct solution.
13., CONSIDERATION OF PRESSURE~COEFFICIBNT

z The refinement of the problem, by use of the local

reference frames, has added to the complexity of the



problem. To silach the problem more directly} it seems
A

loglcal to consider the solution from the pressure dis~
tribution over the surface.

It is known from incompressible flow that the normal

and ohordwise force components are directly proportional to
the pressure coefflcient (dimensionless). Then the general

relation between the compressible and incompressihle force

coefficlent is
f

12.:.where
(P)COmp= pressure coefflcient (compressible)
(F)i e pressure coefficlent (lncompressible)

Caution should be taken in deflning the normal and
_ chordwise coefflcients, since the thickness of the air~

foil is not contracted by the same amount es the chord„

That is, lf the normal and chordwise coeffiolents are p
defined as

4
1

N 13.2 oN = éfräe dc ac

la.; er de

where
f

G e ohord
E = thlckness

the area under the ourve of the pressure coefflcient plate

ted normal to the chord should he dlvided hy the ohord to ~
find CN„ Likewieep the area under the curve of the press—



_ ure coeffieient plotted normal to the thickness, a, should

be divided hy the thickness to produce Cc. By following

this procedure, the varying effect of the perturbation ve~

locities appeansto be taken into account automatically. —

14. RELATIONS OF MASS, MOMENTUM AND ENERGY

~„ The relations of mass, momentum, and energy of fluid

particles in compressible flow can be derived by an analy~

sis similar to the relativity theory.ll Results of the

derivations for these relations reveal that relativistic

mechanics are entirely different from Newtonian Mechanics.

The relations arc listed as follows:
·

lßil Relative mass(density)14.2

Relative momentum =,/¢V‘¤
—4fé:E#«~-l

@/1 ~ (V/¤)2 R t
14.3 Relative energy == KE = („ß·— _/='g)C32 C2

M
«·/—%C2Q/'ff’“‘f—°’°d7°«35°2

Where _/Ag e actual mass»density of the fluid particles

p .V ,="velocity of the particle relative to the
frame of reference 4

,^?==apparent mess of the fluid particle

In equation (14.1) it is seen that the apparent mass
A of the fluid (or airfoil) is multiplied by the same factor

}k . From the aerodynamic considerations, it appears

that the effect of an apparent increase in mass of the

~ fluid is quite important. This important relation appears



c in equation (14,2) where it is seen that the equation for

momentum is in the Newtonian form but with remerkable dif~

ference. The difference is that the mass of the fluid

particles are pg; constant but vary with the relative

speed of the particle and the airfoil, i.e., the momen~

tum is multiplied by the factor jk . The·effect of the

energy relations can be shown by the binomial expansion

¤f (1 ~ (v/¤>2>‘% aaa is g
( 1<s=·y;¤%—,(t·=*2+~§·E¥;‘*+....3

15. LIMITS OF APPLICATION

1 From the relations above it appears that the theory

prediots infinite values of mass, momentum and energy at

a Mach number of one. lt must be remembered, however, that

the equations derived are valid only for Mach numbers less

than unity.
(

It is possible that an airfoil will have “critical”

points (where the local velocity of sound ie reached) be·

fore the airfoil as a whole reached sonic speeds. In these

cases the relations found by the relativity theory again

break down. g
Even under the conditions of subsonic flows, an

_ airfoil moving through a real viscous fluid might not
s experience steady flow conditions over the entire sur~

g face; turbulent flow regimes can be expected. The sonic

theory in its present form is valid only for gteggy flow



I Vsonditions and·wonld not predict accnrately the actions

of turbulent flows which undochtedly occur over the rear

portions of bodies in flight.

E 16. THREE DIMENSIGNAL CASE

The Lorentz transformation can be developed for

three«dimensional flow. lf the flow over a finite wing

were such that there was no lateral flow component, i.e.,

only flow in the x and y directions, the Sonic theory

would predict no compreesihility effects spanwise. However,

for a wing a finite expect ratio there are lateral flow .

components caused by wing vortices. Qualitatively, it

gwould appear that, since the circulation is increased by

the factor, )n , an increase in induced drag could be

expected with a corresponding reduotion of “effective“ I

aspect ratio. It may he that these effects would not be ·

ae great as one might, at first, he tempted to suggest. c

It does seem feasible, however, that with the apparent in—
g

crease of mass, momentum,&¤d.energg good approximations

can be made for downwash and vortex effects.
L

The transformation formula for the three dimensional r

case would be
g

c I p
~ _-/‘· = 0 0 xx.

..4L.0 ¢7 ßgcjäp
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17. SUBSONIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

One of the major problems in subsonic ccmpressible

flow is the reliable predicticn of the pressure distri~

bution over the surface of a body. From the pressure

distribution the lift and pressure drag may be found as· explained in 13. Ä
After deriving the method of prediction of subsonic

pressure distributions, a step~by·step procedure for the

required calculations will be given. In order to show the
ability of this new theory to predict a pressure distri·

buticn with greater accuracy and simplicity thanotherexisting

methods, comparative plots against experimental

data will be made. y
It should be particularly noted that the following

method of predicting pressure distributions is not valid

over a surface where the local Mach number is unity or

greater.
C 7

18. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
A The foregoing theory cf the Sound·Space has been

introduced involving the relations of space and time be-

tween two reference frames (see equation lO.3)• It will

be convenient now to give the two reference frames F and F*

the names compressible and incompressible planes, respectivee ‘_

ly. This is done in order to utilize the mass·dens1ty re· v
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lations 14.1 with a minimum of confusion.

The relativistic dquations for mass, momentum and

energy of the air (equations 14.1, 14.2, 14.3) have now

_ been found as are body contractions (equation 10.2) which

are in the form of the Prandtl-Glauert ccntractions but

y are basically different. Although the expression for

the body contraction is of the Prandt1~G1auert form, it

is importantly different because the theory showed that

there are_lggg1 contractions which are a function of the

lgggl Mach number rather than the free—stream Mach number.

The task at hand is to derive an exact relation be»

tween the compressible and incompressible pressure coeffi~

v_ cients. The concept of "local reference frames“l2 (see

section 12) now enables one to predict the lgggl pressure
(

coefficients on the surface of a body er any given free·

stream Mach number less than the critical provided the

incompressible (M = O) pressure distribution is known.

In calculating the pressure distribution for a desired

· free-stream Mach number, there cannot be any point where

the local Mach number of unity has been reached since the

expression for the local compressible pressure coefficient
(

is undefined at that point. .·

the Prandtl—Glauert and the Karman«Tsien re1ationsl3
between the compressible and incompressible pressure co—

efficients have been used to calculate the compressibility

effects for given free-stream Mach numbers for an NACA air-
1

foil (NACA~4412) for which reliable experimental pressure
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distributions were known. These calculated results have
(

·

been plotted along with those predicted-by the Sound~Space

theory and it appears that the latter predicts the experi~

mental pressure distribution with greater accuracy.

The simplicity of the Sound—Space calculation in g
predicting the pressure distribution over a body and the

closer agreement with experiment, partieularly over the

nose of the airfoil and especially over the entire lower

surface, make this method of solution desirable.

l9„ THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Preliminary results.of the Sound~Space Theory show

that the apparent contraction of a straighteline portien

(local reference frame) of a surface in a steady flow is

of the magnitude (Figure VII)

19.1 (ds)cOmp= (a;~,)i vi — (v,/¤)§
The time relations between the compressible and incom—

pressible plane are also found in the form:

19.2 (t)cOmp= (t)i
vllTheserelatiens of space and time between the com—

pressible and incompressihle planes are then used in the

same manner as in the Special Theory of Relativityv to

find the relations of massédensity of the air:

19.2 </¤)cOmP= ——-—@’-21*-———--—~E ßl vl —— (V/<=)]_
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1Fig

VII.Apparent Contraction of a Stra:lght·=·Lf.ne
Portion of a Surface,

This expression reveals that the apparent mass—density

in the eompressible case is greater than that for the

incompressible case byithe factor (1. «—· (V/c)§)°”%. It
should be noted that this means that over a body, such

as an airfoil, where the local Mach number, (V/c)l, is
·

different for different points along the surface, the
U

magnitude of the apparent mass—density is different,
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·
Obviously, the apparent contraction of a surface element

p. as expressed in equation(l9.l)is likewise a function of

local Mach number. This is the essential and important
T difference in the results of the Sound-Space as compared

to the Prandtl~G1auert relations with respect to contrac-

tions. It should be noted that equation 19.3 is new since

only by using the relativistic equations 19.1 and 19.2 could

w this relation between the compressible and incompressible -

planes be derived. ’ p
9 The local density relation 19.3 can now be used to

find the relation between the pressure forces on an infin-

‘itesinal surface element, ds, for a compressible and an

incompressible fluid. For the same fluid element, ds, and r ._
·

the velocity over this element the same in both the com- -
9

pressible and incompressible case, the pressure forces have,

‘according to equation (19.3), the relation

19.4This
means that the pressure force on an elemental

surface is proportional to the dynamic pressure and, since

the velocities are the same for both cases, the relation
d

between pressure forces is the same as for the density

relations.
3

‘ The local pressure forces are, of course, directly / b

proportional to the local pressure coefficients correspond-

ing to the compresslble and incompressible case and there-

sfore, the pressure coefficient relation may be written as



‘?0

(P .)1.9.6 (p Oomoh e i.i..... 2pi 1 — (V/eöl

The relation 19.5 then becomes the simple tool with

which the pressure distribution for a given free—stream ·‘<

Mach number (below the critical Mach nuber) can be pre-

dioted.
(

O A question may arise at this point as to why the

mass—density relations were used instead of the contrac· O
tion equation 19.1 as is done in the classical solution of

Glauert. Actually the result could not have been derived ·

by the classical methods. The Sound«Spaee results 19.1

and 19.2 are not only new but the density relations allow

a more straightforward solution. The reason for this is

that the apparent contractions are merely a step to de—

riving the more significant relations of massedensity.

20. INCOMPRESSIBLE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

To calculate the pressure distribution over a body

for a given £ree~stream nach number, using equation 19.5 ·

it is necessary to have the experimental pressure distri—

bution for a free·stream Mach number as near to sero as

possible, (a Mach number of the order of 0.06 is consider·

ed satisfactonß. In this case the local pressure coeffi—

cients for small angles of attack (usually in the range



f
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~3° to +3°) are sufficiently los enough to consider them to

be unaffected by compressibility, le, all local pressure

ceeffioients will be incompressible coefficients, (§>i)1,

To insure the best accuracy for caloulating the pressure

distribution at higher angles of attaoky it is necessary
0

to secure experimental pressure distributions at a free»

stream~mech number low enough to reduce local compressibil«

ity effects to a minimum. lt is believed that accurate

results can be obtained if the maximum local Mach number

is less than 0.2.
0 l

lt has been shownld that the effect of Reynolds

Number on the maximum negative pressures at low speeds

(M = .06) are of no importance for Reynolds Numbers be—

low 2 x lüä

21. METHGD GF PREUlGTlNG

COMPRESSIBLE PBESSURE DISTRIBUTIGN

The method of calculating the desired pressure dis~
A tribution over a_body is given in step form as follows:

(l) Calculete the maximum local Mach number on the sur~

face of the body from the low~speed experimental

pressure distribution to ascertain that no appreciab»

le compressibility effects are present. A maximum
0

_ local Mach number less than 0.2 is considered satis·

factory. The value of the_local Mach number can be

obtained from the equationlß
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1’
2 l „

where (%)i == local incompressible pressure coefficient

M = free·stream Mach number

M1 = local Mach number corresponding to pressure
coefficient v

H”
= 1.405 (for air)

(2) Choose the free—stream Mach number, less than the

critical, for which the pressure distribution is ‘

desired and set up equation 21.1. For example, sup·

pose the pressure distribution is to be calculated

for a free-stream Mach number of M = 0.534. Then

equation 21.1 is „

21.2 nä =· 6 -1]
Pick off successive values of the local low~speed

pressure coefficients, (Pi)1, over the upper and

lower surfaces of the body at sufficiently close

intervals to allow a smooth plot and calculate the

local Mach number squared, (V/c)§ ,

(3) Calculate the corresponding local compressible

pressure coefficients by substituting the values

of the local incompressible (low—speed) pressure



ceeffieients together with the correspondiug local

Mach number squared into equation 19.5.
(A) In calculating a sufficiently large number of points [

over the surface of the bcdy, particularly over the F t

nose~section, a better defined pressure distribution

“can be plotted and any irregularities can be quickly '

identified as probable calculation errors. l q
A tabular method of calculation may be set up but

i

it is considered te be uf no particular advantage due to T
the simplicity of the oalculatieu.

I

‘
T2. DISCUSSIOF I _v*'__.

An inspection of Figure VIII reveals the accuracy
T

of the Soundsäpace methcd outlined above ln predicting the
”

maximum negative pressure coefficient of the NACA A4l2 airfoil

at ~2° eagle of attach. The theory predicts exactly the

experimental results up to afree»stream Mach number of 0.3.

For higher·free·stream.Mach numbers the Sound—Space Theory. ’ T

predicts slightly higher maximum negative pressure coeffi—

cients than the experimental values show. This is to be p
expected since the theory assumes steady flow throughout
and in reality there were local shock disturbances as the j

critical free·stream Hach number was approached. In Figure
T IX the theory predicts less accurately fer the lower free-

stream hach numbers but for the higher free~stream Mach

numbers (between 0.5 and 0.6) the predicted values fall

within the experimental seatter for the lower surface. "It ‘
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ie clear that the 5oum@~&peee results are i$*bette2

egreememt with tüe expetimehtel values them those p2e·

äicted by the Kermem—Teiem method„ perticulerly for

the lower surface. To further demometxete the eccureoy

of the theory Figuree E end XI exe ehowa for the same

eirfoil et am eogle of etteek of 0°l§'. In general the-

theory appears to predict eloeer to the experimental

valuee for imeompreesible pressure coeffieiemte

thatreletivelylarge. It ie believed that this ie the re-

ason for the excellent egteememt with experiment over e

the mose—eeetiom of the eitfoil where the local pressure

eoefficiemte exe large even for the iueompreesible eaee„

Complete pressure dietributiome fo? the HACA Aälä

eirfoil have been oeleuleted for e eeriee of £ree«etream

Mech numbers by the Souud«Speee method ee outlimed above
o {Figures XXI, XIII end EK?}. ühe lew«epeeä experime¤t«

el data, from which these pressure dietributioue were

eelculeted was for e feee~etyeem Mech memberofAm
exeminatiou of the eelculeted pressure distribution

for e free»streem äech mmmbee of Figure XII, ehowe

almost complete egweememt with the expeeimeutel values.

The celculeted values dieegree elightiy for both the upper

end lower surface im the wegiou from 15 percemt to 30
per~*”

o

cent chord positioue. For the free—streem Mech numbers of

0.534, Figure XIII end 0.603, Figure XIV, the celculated

values in this region appear to oeerestimate the effects

.0£”compreesibility om the upper surface end uudereetimete
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them on the lower. In both cases however, there is ,i
considerably better agreement with experiment over the
nose portion for the Soundeöpace Theory than for othermethods. i Q

i

It is of utmost importance to note that the Sounde
Space approach to subsonic compressibility effects is an
exact solution to the problem, That is, equation 19,5 is __,, g
an exact relation between the compressible and incompressie

hlrii

ble local pressure coefficients. Nowhere in the preceding '

analysis was it necessary to make simplifying assumptions r
such as small perturbations, etc. It is true that the

i
i

Sound«Space Theory assumes steady reversible~adiabatic
1 i flow and consequently it is to be expected that there will r

t be discrepancies in the calculeted and experimental values,
-

9
The_validity of the physical principles upon which T

the Bound~Space Theory was founded and the consequent exact
_solution to the prollem of subsonic compressibility effects,
should signify an irportant advance to the better under«

i
standing of compress„ble fluid phenomena,
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